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Kyle Card/Tree Decorating
1. Punch out the five ornaments and read the instructions on the Christmas tree

paper.

2. Arrange the ornaments so that they meet the criteria given in the instructions.

There will only be one correct order for the ornaments.

3. The first ornament is the dark blue ornament with the letter T.



Nancy Card/Spot the Difference
1. First, find the four differences between the two images.

2. Now connect the differences. You should create a triangle/arrow that is pointing

to one toy.

3. The special word is just one word.



Jenna Card/Figure Skating

1. Use a pencil and try to recreate the figures shown without backtracking or li�ing

your pencil.

2. Only three of the figures will work.



Santa Card/Stocking
1. You will need to have solved the figure skating puzzle and unlocked Jenna's

information before you can do this puzzle.

2. In Jenna’s unlock she gives you a list of likes and dislikes for the children with

stockings.  Use this with the list of items for the stocking to figure out who gets

what.

3. Make sure to read the question carefully. The password will only be the things

put in Mikey’s stocking.



John Card/Recipe Book
1. You will need to have solved the Christmas tree decorating puzzle and unlocked

Kyle’s information before you can do this puzzle.

2. In Kyle’s unlock, you find the key for the pantry and are able to see how much

flour, white sugar, eggs, and vanilla is le�. You will need to multiply the recipes

so that they can make 20 servings. Then compare the amount of flour, white

sugar, eggs, and vanilla available and eliminate any recipes you cannot make. You

will be le� with only one recipe.

3. Make sure you look closely at the eggs. There are only 10 eggs in the carton.



Kevin Card/Calendar Puzzle
1. You will need to have solved the spot the difference puzzle and unlocked Nancy’s

information before you can do this puzzle.

2. In Nancy’s unlock, she gives you a flyer from Holiday Helpers that will let you

solve the calendar puzzle and get the message Kevin’s girlfriend le� him.

3. Match up the numbers to the calendar and then match the Christmas items from

the calendar to the list of items. The letter in front is the letter you need. So 8

translates to L, 16 translates to E, and 11 translates to T. The message will start

with “Let's meet up…”



Event List
1. You will need to have solved all of the puzzles in this section and have gotten the

information about the event from Kevin, John, and Santa’s unlocks before you can

do this puzzle.

2. Use the information from Kevin, John, and Santa’s unlocks to narrow down what

event the man in the purple sweater went to.



Shelby’s Card/Christmas Lights

Puzzle
1. Use the string of lights with the loose bulbs Shelby gives you. You will not need

all of the loose bulbs.

2. You are looking for six lights, three for each strand of lights that will complete

their patterns. Each strand of lights has its own pattern.

3. For strand #1 the pattern is 1 red, 1 green, 1 blue, 2 red, 2 green, 2 blue, 3 red,

…etc. For strand #2 the pattern is 1 blue, 1 green, 2 red, repeating. What light

bulbs go in the empty spots?



Marvin’s Card/Lock Box/Tony’s

Calendar Puzzle
1. You will need to have solved the Christmas lights puzzle and unlocked Shelby’s

information before you can do this puzzle.

2. Use the information from the napkin Shelby gives you with the calendar.

Remember what Marvin said Tony was saying as they took him out.

3. Use the days that match with the fruitcakes. Then figure out the total number of

gi�s given on those days. Example: Day 4 would get 10 gi�s on that day (4 calling

birds, 3 french hens, 2 turtle doves, and 1 partridge in a pear tree).



Amanda Card/Bracelet and Wreath

Wreath
1. You will need to have solved Tony’s calendar puzzle and unlocked the black box

before you can do this puzzle

2. Use the information Amanda gives you on her card with the information you get

from the black box unlock. You will use the bracelet with the wreath to get a

hidden message.

3. Place the hourglass symbol over the ornaments mentioned in the note from the

black box unlock. Use the letters the hearts point to. The message you get will

start with “I lov…”



Gi� List
1. You will have to have solved the wreath puzzle and unlocked Amanda’s

information before you can do this puzzle.

2. Follow the directions and move the people around. This puzzle seems harder

than it actually is.

3. Pay special attention to the wording. Words like “before” and “a�er.”



Gi� Pile
1. You will need to have unlocked Shelby’s information, the black box, and

Amanda's information before you can solve this.

2. Use the information from the unlocks to narrow down which present is Danny

the Dragon.



Solved All Puzzles
1. You will need to have solved all of the puzzles before trying this.

2. Use the name you get from the list puzzle and the number you get from the

presents pile puzzle to complete the box.


